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Abstract 
This article argues that selfieing and data visualization, in mutually informative 

ways, can help us broach the epistemic intelligibility of the digital epoch: 

knowledge generation not as truth claims, but as effects of visibility. Drawing on 

Foucault’s proposition of visibility in his archaeological approaches to human 

sciences, this study aims to show that the governing mode of knowledge 

formation today consists of layers of visibility. I propose to use the concept 

metavisibility to make sense of the nexus of visibilities instantiated by selfieing 

and data visualization. This study is intended as a theoretical inquiry rather than 

an empirical study. The methodological intervention is manifold: first, to respond 

to contentions that pronounce the diminished relevance of the visual in a world 

of vibrant multisensory media; second, to dialogue with studies of the 

problematic of visibility in the digital context; and, third, to critique discursive 

formulations of digital media that appear complacent about the power of 

digitized knowledge. 
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Introduction 
 

Digital media, we are told, have brought about a shift in aesthetic and cultural 

paradigms from ocularcentrism to embodied, multisensory experience. New media 

theorist Mark B. N. Hansen, for instance, famously argued for the centrality of bodily 

affectivity in our processing or “framing” of data in the digital era: here, vision is but 

a modality of the phenomenological body, and the digital experience effects a turning 

away from data as a “framed object” toward their “bodily source” (13). 

While his discussion revolves predominantly around new media art, especially 

those works that elicit interaction, Hansen readily intends this “new philosophy for 

new media” to carry prescriptive weight for the digital order in general: these 

artworks, he contends, identify for us “what remains distinctly ‘human’” right now 

(12). What constitutes this new thinking is a twofold theoretical move: on the one 

hand, new media are said to be capable of rectifying the long dominance of the visual 

in Western thought and culture; on the other hand, digitization is considered, albeit 

counterintuitively, to be conducive to the reanimation, rather than stripping, of the 

sensorimotor body, a key index of the “human” meaning the theorist has in mind. It 

seems that Hansen’s endeavor is to, in one breath, resolve an intellectual-historical 

entanglement and respond critically to the commonsensical rendition of the digital 

here and now. 

Such a foregrounding of the bodily sense and the attendant undermining of 

vision has been richly and variously evinced by numerous strands of research in new 

media studies over the past two decades—studies that examine in particular the haptic 

and the sonic in the digital experience, or affectivity in general. 

While these attempts at dismantling the privileged place of vision are well-

grounded, 1  it is hard to deny that the visual sense continues to dictate the 

contemporary encounters with digital media in significant ways. This article singles 

out selfieing and data visualization as two prominent instances of the lasting 

relevance of vision and the visual sense, and argues that they can help us broach the 

epistemic intelligibility of the digital era. Yet my focus here is not merely sight as a 

sensory perception, but what is made seeable in the contemporary material, cultural, 

and technical contexts. The visible is physiological, to begin with; what is more 

                                                 
1  We may even add that these critical pursuits have been anticipated by the debate over the 

disciplinary legitimacy of visual studies taking place in the 1990s through the early 2000s. Back 
then, scholars were already proposing to displace and expand the emerging visual studies into media 
studies, on the grounds that vision does not stand alone in the perceptual process. See, for example, 
Mitchell, “Showing Seeing”; Mitchell, “There Are”; and Poster. 
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critical, however, is the discursive network that has come to cast the visibility in the 

digital age in distinct ways. This article is especially interested in how such visibility 

bespeaks particular configurations of knowledge today. I propose to employ the 

concept metavisibility to make sense of the ways in which selfieing and data 

visualization, separately yet resonantly, engage in knowledge generation at present: 

“the knowable” not as truth claims, but as effects of the seeable. If big data, the raw 

material of the digital version of data visualization (herein shortened as dataviz), is 

considered by most accounts as metadata, “metavisibility” addresses the nexus of 

visibilities (and invisibilities) involved in the production of visual knowledge in the 

contemporary world. On the other hand, the selfie, too, stands as a vital form of visual 

knowledge nowadays and can be construed in light of metavisibility in the sense that 

a typical selfie consists in the photographing individual seeing herself in a limited 

fashion and in the digital device being part of the layered operation of visibilities. 

That is to say, the selfieing person’s access to the world is expressly demarcated by 

the medial specificity of the visual device. Studies on selfieing and dataviz, 

respectively, are maturing and diversifying, and have enhanced our understanding of 

the socio-cultural ramifications of digital media. The purpose of this article is to show 

that it is theoretically productive to broach the epistemic formations of the digital 

epoch. 

Metavisibility as a concept is chiefly inspired by Michel Foucault’s proposition 

of the mechanism of (in)visibility manifest in Diego Velázquez’s masterpiece, Las 

Meninas. The painting as interpreted by Foucault in The Order of Things is taken here 

as an accidental precursor to the digital selfie. Furthermore, the way Foucault 

unravels the complex of visibility and invisibility in the painting and names it an 

“epistemological figure” of the Classical age—that is, a figure of knowledge 

formation specific to the Classical order—is methodologically generative. In what 

follows, I intend to test out different conceptual implications of meta- and unpack 

“metavisibility” as the epistemological figure of the digital age instantiated by 

selfieing and dataviz in intensely related manners.  

It should be pointed out that in addition to the various possibilities of meta- to 

be explored, a guiding conception of meta- in this article is modeled on Giorgio 

Agamben’s formulation of “paradigm” (Agamben, ch. 1). Taking his cue from 

Foucault, Agamben thinks of a paradigm as an epistemological figure that is derived 

from a specific problematic context and yet at the same time can render that 

problematic intelligible: it is, in other words, constituted by and also constitutive of 

that problematic. A paradigm is not a structure preexisting a given epistemological 

field. Rather, as Agamben maintains, referencing the etymology of the word, the 
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paradigm stands beside or alongside: “it shows ‘beside itself’ (para-deiknymi) both 

its own intelligibility and that of the class it constitutes” (24). To conceive of 

paradigm this way is to always expose the condition of possibility for any such 

moment of “rendering a problematic intelligible” and thus avoid lending a 

universality to an example. Selfieing and dataviz, this article suggests, stand as such 

paradigms. 

This study is shaped as an epistemological reading of digitized visual 

knowledge on a theoretical level; a central goal is to make methodological 

interventions rather than to present empirical findings. Nonetheless, my agenda is 

greatly enabled by an actual example: Selfiecity (2014). It is a dataviz project created 

by media theorist Lev Manovich and his team premised on investigating the 

contemporary selfieing phenomenon. In the latter part of my article, Selfiecity will 

serve as a useful case study. 

 

New and Newer Visibilities 
 

To be sure, vision is not the same as visibility. In a seminal exposition on the 

the terms vision and visuality, Hal Foster pinpoints their simultaneous intimacy and 

difference: 

 

Although vision suggests sight as a physical operation, and visuality 

sight as a social fact, the two are not opposed as nature to culture: 

vision is social and historical too, and visuality involves the body and 

the psyche. Yet neither are they identical: here, the difference between 

the terms signals a difference within the visual—between the 

mechanism of sight and its historical techniques, between the datum of 

vision and its discursive determinations—a difference, many 

differences, among how we see, how we are able, allowed, or made to 

see, and how we see this seeing or the unseen therein. (ix) 

 
While he is comparing vision and visuality, what Foster says about the relation 

beween “the datum of vision” and “its discursive determinations” can be applied to 

visibility under discussion here insofar as we change the distance between the two 

sides into a connection. Visibility as is undertood in these pages pertains to “how we 

see, how we are able, allowed, or made to see, and how we see this seeing or the 

unseen therein.” What is more, visibility is as discursive as it is based on the sense of 

vision. As social theorist Andrea Mubi Brighenti suggests, visibility straddles the 
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physiological and the metaphorical realms, the material and the immaterial, imbued 

with not only cultural but also epistemological and methodological valences 

(Brighenti, ch. 1).2  

New media studies scholars are no strangers to “visibility” as a research 

question in the context of digital domination. Incisive observations have been 

advanced on how incidents such as Guantánamo and Abu Ghraib brought into being 

a “mediated visibility” (Thompson), and how this new regime of visibility demands 

more progressive approaches to the politics and ethics of representation (Chow). In 

addition, there has been a wealth of scholarship devoted to the issue of how visibility 

is utilized as a new form of governmentality or policing.3  

Amid these conversations, what is noteworthy is that more and more critical 

attention is now being directed not at the unavailability of visibility but at the excess 

of it. More and more thinkers are mindful not so much of “contend[ing] for the right 

to be properly imaged, mirrored, and represented” (Chow 163), as of tackling the 

surplus of representations. Alexander Galloway astutely cautions that the flourishing 

of data visualization technologies can turn out to be a deprivation: “we have moved 

from a condition in which singular machines produce proliferations of images, into a 

condition in which multitudes of machines produce singular images” (94). Galloway 

is concerned that while a mass of images are being turned out these days, they are 

blind to the overarching logic of the present-day social and aesthetic regime, that is, 

the regime of control (“control” as configured by Gilles Deleuze in his essay on 

control societies). 

Moreover, in recent years there is a noticeable concerted inquiry into the 

rationale of transparency in social and political arenas, including that put forth by 

organizations and institutions boasting liberal thinking such as radical democracy and 

investigative journalism, as well as policy-making machineries that rely heavily on 

the handling of massive data. Critics note how such a rationale (“more transparency 

leads to more openness and accountability”) is nothing but efficient management of 

visibility.4 In brief, much critical energy is now invested in the ways in which the 

overabundance of visibility can in effect exacerbate the conditions of representability.  

This study seeks to expand on this body of critical work and complicate it by 

calling attention to yet another form of visibility. What should be stressed, however, 

is that while this study is aimed at an epistemic reading, visibility here is to be closely 

                                                 
2 See also Brighenti, ch. 1 for a distinction between these terms and concepts: visibility, visuality, 

vision, and sight. 
3 See Walsh and O’Connor for a critical literature review on this topic. 
4  See, for instance, Ananny and Crawford; Flyverbom; Flyverbom, Madsen, and Rasche; 

Heemsbergen; C. Stohl, M. Stohl, and Leonardi. 
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connected to the visual components in the two cases under discussion instead of 

functioning merely as an abstraction. 

 

The Selfie, Visibility, and Metavisibility 
 

By far, scholarship on the selfie is conducted primarily in social sciences. The 

following were notable aims  when academic interest in the selfie first surged in the 

early to mid-2010s: 

(1) To examine how the selfie manifests the personality traits and psychology 

of the subject. The most common thread of argument revolves around narcissism.5  

(2) To look at the selfie as a tool of self-expression for sexually, racially or 

economically underprivileged groups. Scholars address the agency of the selfieing 

subject and the value of the selfie in social and political activism.6 

(3) To grapple with the challenge imposed by the selfie on the public sphere. 

Topics along this line of argument include the issue of social control and disciplinarity 

behind the public’s generally negative views on the selfie (Burns; Meese et al); the 

social and political impact of celebrities’ selfieing behaviour (Baishya; Miltner and 

Baym); or the redefined private/public line within the context of the neoliberal 

surveillance state and late capitalism (Giroux; Lee). 

(4) To conceive of the selfie as a particular mode of expression. This strand 

usually begins by placing the selfie in the genre of self-portrait in art history or the 

history of photography and goes on to discuss how the technological specificity of 

the digital device complicates our bodily and affective experiences.7 

This article proposes that we begin to think of these selfieing practices not as 

isolated moments but as examples pointing to an epistemic mode. Here, Foucault’s 

approach in The Order of Things can serve as an instructive model. 

Formally, the selfie bears a peculiar quasi-resemblance to Las Meninas à la 

Foucault. If Velázquez’s painting prompted Foucault to sum up the Classical episteme 

as one where representation, while everywhere, amounts to pointing toward the 

represented as a void (Order of Things, ch. 1), the now ubiquitous selfie, constituted 

by the overlapping gazes of the photographing and photographed subject, indeed 

appears to be a twenty-first-century instance of representation-as-absence. However, 

this study is concerned not with an earlier epistemic order returning in history, but 

                                                 
5 See, for instance, Qiu et al; Sorokowski et al; Weizer. 
6 See Albury; Boon and Pentney; Koffman, Orgad, and Gill; Murray; Nemer and Freeman; Pham; 

Rettberg. 
7 See Bellinger; Frosh; Hess; Hjorth and Gu. 
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with the epistemic exemplarity of the selfie in our time. 

 

Foucault’s Conceptions of Visibility 
 

“Visibility” as a conceptual category spans different stages of Foucault’s 

writing. A classic example Foucault has elaborated is the Panopticon. In Discipline 

and Punish, he delineates the ways in which the panoptic disciplinary power is 

imposed through its own invisibility, on the one hand, and the visibility of the subject, 

on the other: “In discipline, it is the subjects who have to be seen” (187). 

Aside from this much cited instance Foucault advances in what is generally 

understood to be his genealogical phase, earlier on, in his archaeological study of the 

medical science, Foucault was already developing his critique of “positive” or 

modern medicine around the notion of visibility. Notably, in The Birth of the Clinic, 

Foucault examines how at the turn of the nineteenth century the medical field was 

being shaped by a new form of medical gaze coupled with a new discourse, and how 

this medical perception was to assume definitive epistemological power: “That which 

is not on the scale of the gaze falls outside the domain of possible knowledge” (166). 

Unlike rationalists of former times such as Descartes and Malebranche, for whom to 

see is to perceive an a priori ideality figured by light, the burgeoning modern medical 

science registers a structural change in “the relation between the visible and the 

invisible . . . , revealing through gaze and language what had previously been below 

and beyond their domain” (xii).  

Importantly, Foucault also notes, in the then-emergent pathological anatomy, 

the only type of visibility acknowledged is that of “everyday vision”: “a de jure 

visibility that envelops in temporary invisibility an opaque transparency, and not (as 

in microscopic investigation) a de natura invisibility that is breached for a time by an 

artificially multiplied technique of the gaze” (166-67). The champion of pathological 

anatomy at the time, Bichat, famously refused to use the microscope, citing the likely 

subjective interpretation caused by the “darkness” involved in microscopic viewing. 

The everyday visibility is, therefore, the dominant source of possible knowledge; and 

while it is often accompanied by the opacity of experience, that opacity is considered 

in positive (i.e., positivist) medicine to be merely momentary and is effectively 

constitutive of the visibility sustaining the modern scientific study of man. The 

significance of this empirical gaze, according to Foucault, is that it “lifted the old 

Aristotelian prohibition: one could at last hold a scientifically structured discourse 

about an individual” (xiv). 

What is enlightening about these formulations is that, be it concerning the 
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disciplinary operation of the modern state or the epistemic determinacy of modern 

medicine, Foucault posits visibility as a conceptual category in place of reductive 

truth claims. Neither the subjectivation process in modern governmentality nor the 

new medical experience cast by the pathologist’s observations should be taken as 

total oppression or universal truth. Both the ostensibly totalizing disciplinarity and 

the epistemological status of modern medical knowledge ought to be understood as 

effects of some power play or discursive strata.  

More relevant to our purposes here is Foucault’s analysis of Velázquez’s 

renowned painting. In The Order of Things, Foucault elucidates the episteme where 

“there was no epistemological consciousness of man as such” (309) via a thought-

provoking dissection of Las Meninas. The painting, as Foucault points out, comprises 

a multiple interplay of gazes: of the painter figure in the picture, the royal couple 

posing for the painter figure (whose images are perceivable only in the reflection in 

the mirror at the far end of the room), of everyone else watching in the room, and 

also of the real-life artist and spectators in the real world. While these looks 

effectively meet at the same spot, they are not reciprocal looks. Take the painter 

figure’s gaze for example: what he is looking at turns out to be “doubly invisible”: 

invisible “first, because it is not represented within the space of the painting, and, 

second, because it is situated precisely in that blind point, in that essential hiding-

place into which our gaze disappears from ourselves at the moment of our actual 

looking” (4). If anything merges here, it is simultaneously the invisibility of that 

which the painter figure fixes his eyes on and the invisibility of our gaze—the 

invisibility of the object of representation and the invisibility of the viewing subject. 

This double invisibility is nevertheless a visible invisibility materialized in the very 

composition of the painting: “how could we fail to see that invisibility, there in front 

of our eyes, since it has its own perceptible equivalent, its sealed-in figure, in the 

painting itself?” (4).  

What also embodies such visible invisibility, perhaps even more forcefully, is 

the mirror in the picture: the object of representation eludes our sight, and yet this 

invisibility is well represented in the mirror image. As Foucault puts it, the mirror 

functions as “a metathesis of visibility that affects both the space represented in the 

picture and its nature as representation” (8).   

Las Meninas, thus, figures as the Classical paradigm of representation: while 

representation commands every form of meaning production, the represented and the 

one representing are nevertheless constantly—and constitutively—missing. In sum, 

Las Meninas is all about the representation of representation: “representation is 

represented at every point” in the painting (307). The components within the frame 
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(the painter figure, his canvas, the onlookers, the mirror, etc.) and the components 

that are external to and yet implicated by the formal structure of the painting (the 

artist, the viewers across historical spaces) all point toward this “meta-representation.” 

 

The Selfie as Metavisibility 
 

In Classical thought, Foucault tells us, “man did not exist” (Order of Things 

308). In the digital epistemic mode, the selfieing subject exists via a superflux of 

one’s own images: knowledge formation is tightly imbricated with overlays of 

visibility.8  

The selfie evokes a formal comparability with the Velázquez piece, for the selfie 

image, too, consists of an overlapping of gazes. As a simpler version of the converged 

looks in Las Meninas, a typical selfie is composed of the meeting of two gazes that 

are virtually one gaze.  

If the formal coincidence here appears fortuitous, the proposition of visibility 

and invisibility in Foucault’s analysis of this painting as an epistemic paradigm can 

prove illuminating in that in both cases (Las Meninas, the selfie) seeing is pivotal to 

knowing—or, seeing is the stake at play in the subject’s ability to know.  

In traditional photo-taking, the viewfinder, with its miniature size relative to the 

reality it is to capture as well as its rectangular shape, figures as a window on the 

world, as it were; a vision or “framing” of some sort is assumed. In some variations 

(such as the digital mirrorless camera with its display screen), the device can even 

serve as a prosthesis, inducing some self-referentiality on the part of the subject, who 

is made aware of herself in the act of seeing the world through a mechanical eye 

external to her. With this physical referencing process (or “indexicality,” as it is 

commonly formulated in photography theory), photography has long been taken as a 

valuable way of apprehending the world.9  

                                                 
8 It would be tantalizing to claim that the digital episteme is more akin to the modern episteme 

in Foucault’s rendition where, owing to the effects of modern human sciences, man is constantly 
tossing between his own finitude and the sense of infinity. Such a comparison would be off-the-
point. This study has not intended to posit that the digital episteme should make sense only when it 
repeats any former mode, though the conception of visibility engaged here is expressly Foucauldian.  

9 What matters here is the distinctive feature that demarcates selfieing, that is, the adjoining of 
the looks of the photographer and the photographed. The point, therefore, is not about revisiting the 
age-old dispute over the truthfulness of photography—not about, say, verifying or discrediting 
claims made by celebrated artists such as Cindy Sherman: “the one thing I’ve always known is that 
the camera lies” (qtd. in Marzorati 81). Nor is it about the qualitative difference between analog 
and digital media, even though these two sets of queries (medium specificity and truth claims of 
images) are often mixed up. While established scholars have voiced concern over the diminishing 
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In sharp comparison, in the selfie, worldly frames of reference are seriously 

undercut. New technologies make it possible for us to see ourselves being at once the 

object and subject of image-making, but this new method also considerably 

circumscribes the aesthetic—and likely, the accompanying ethico-political—choices 

available.10  

This is the first sense in which metavisibility exemplified by the selfie accounts 

for the digital epoch’s “epistemic seeing,” a concept that film scholar Kristen Whissel 

defines as the “desire to see and know” (235).11 If the Classical era features a way of 

ordering knowledge that renders knowledge “contemporary with itself” (Foucault, 

Order of Things 74), the selfie era is marked by a similar real-timeness in knowledge 

formation—with a twist. If the Classical episteme is forever haunted by a double 

invisibility (“the profound invisibility of what one sees is inseparable from the 

invisibility of the person seeing” [16]), the selfie is always doomed by a double 

visibility, that is, the visibility of what one sees and the visibility of the person seeing. 

Nevertheless, this doubleness only exposes the confines of the subject’s ability to see 

and know. 

In Las Meninas, to represent is to assume the position of the subject without 

knowing—that is, to not know as subject. In a typical selfie photo, the subject looks 

and sees herself while losing sight of other frames of reference: self-positioning via 

a loop of self-gazing is much more crucial than positioning oneself vis-à-vis the 

physical world. This is, thus, the digital version of visible invisibility; and, perhaps 

more obvious than in Las Meninas, this is unmistakably a technically mediated 

visible invisibility. If the mirror in Las Meninas is understood by Foucault as “nothing 

other than visibility, yet without any gaze able to grasp it, to render it actual, and to 

enjoy the suddenly ripe fruit of the spectacle it offers” (7), the smartphone intervenes 

now as the blind spot “into which our gaze disappears from ourselves at the moment 

of our actual looking.” 

Furthermore, selfieing can be said to instantiate metavisibility also in the sense 

                                                 
of indexicality of images precipitated by digital technologies (see, for instance, Crary, Techniques, 
ch. 1; Doane), numerous new media scholars argue differently. Sarah Kember and Joanna Zylinska, 
among others, contend that the act of cutting constitutive of photography serves as the trope for and 
a prime example of new media’s ways of enframing the world (ch. 3). 

10 For this reason, I have reservations about the claim that the selfie makes a groundbreaking 
contribution to photography as a mode of expression. 

11 Whissel differentiates “epistemic seeing” from “affective seeing,” the latter being “a mode of 
perception organized around heightened emotion and sensation” (235). She makes this distinction 
in her discussion of the aesthetic affinity of digital 3D films and the stereoscope. She also mentions 
John Seel’s understanding of epistemic seeing as a mode of seeing characterized by 
conceptualization as opposed to seeing simply as perception (247n3). 
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that typical selfie images bring to light the contemporary experience of 

seeing/knowing oneself as an experience decidedly mediated by a technology 

equipped with distinct perception-knowledge formulations. The visibility initiated by 

digital devices eventually lays bare the physical and material specificity of a 

technology that valorizes what is immediately seeable. Selfieing, thus, makes the 

digital episteme intelligible insofar as selfieing is itself a visibility that relays the core 

vocabulary of digital mobile technology, a vocabulary about visibility. 
 

Data Visualization and Metavisibility 
 

Such relaying of visibilities demonstrated by the selfie becomes even more 

telling in data visualization.  

Data visualization (or information visualization for some) has established itself 

as a robust field of specialization supported by its own conferences, journals, and 

communities.12 The minimal space this article can devote to the subject is likely to 

do it disservice. The purpose here, however, is less to present a review of literature 

than to ponder the theoretical question regarding the type of knowledge promised by 

dataviz. 

In this respect, media studies scholars Anthony McCosker and Rowan Wilken 

have made a compelling argument. They note that while quite a number of thinkers 

working on dataviz tend to consider data “beautiful,”13 the current infatuation with 

massive data in effect signals a Kantian “sublime ‘cast of mind’” (158), a sense of 

awe in the face of vast amounts of numbers. Yet, on either side (the beautiful or the 

sublime), McCosker and Wilken go on to point out, there is a marked emphasis on 

the capacity of visualization technologies to help us conquer the magnitude of data. 

McCosker and Wilken propose to consider dataviz in light of Deleuze’s concept 

of the diagram instead. If the present fascination with big data and dataviz marks the 

lure of total knowledge, for them the Deleuzian diagram foregrounds the creative 

process, the generation of understanding through engagement with “the potential held 

‘within’ big data” (159). Diagrammatical thinking, thus, is affirmatively incomplete 

                                                 
12 While in principle the distinction between data and information is essential in theorizations of 

digital media (see Striphas for a useful account of their difference), data visualization and 
information visualization are usually used interchangeably. What needs to be separated 
conceptually are other things such as information design and information visualization: according 
to Manovich, “information design works with information, while information visualization works 
with data” (38). For an up-to-date review of scholarship on information visualization that is not 
tailored solely to specialists, see Gough. 

13 Prominent examples include Tufte; Steele and Iliinsky; Lima. 
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and refutes the guarantee that this advanced mode of visual reasoning can help to gain 

a full grip on data. 

McCosker and Wilken’s proposal is partly intended to revise earlier claims on 

digital visual knowledge, including the “anti-sublime” thesis put forth by Lev 

Manovich. Manovich once suggested that dataviz departs starkly from the Romantics’ 

obsession with the sublime: if Romantic artists were drawn to the unrepresentable, 

the dataviz practitioners today “carry the promise of rendering the phenomena that 

are beyond the scale of human senses into something that is within our reach, 

something visible and tangible” (“Data Visualization” n. pag.). By “anti-sublime” 

Manovich means making the representation of data “comparable to the scales of 

human perception and cognition.” 

Later on, Manovich argues for the epistemological valence of direct 

visualization, namely, visualization that presents data as they are without resorting to 

the logic of reduction, which is to say the logic that reigned in earlier visual 

knowledge representations: “Displaying the actual visual media as opposed to 

representing them by graphical primitives helps the researcher to understand meaning 

and/or cause behind the pattern she may observe, as well as discover additional 

patterns” (“What Is” 48). A common example of direct visualization is tag cloud. 

Manovich believes that this new development shall help to produce visual knowledge 

without simplifying the data. 

While what we may call “the ethos of presentation” of direct visualization has 

made an important leap forward from the “rationale of representation” characteristic 

of dataviz since its putative inception in the latter half of the eighteenth century, over-

confidence in “visualization without reduction” (Manovich, “What Is” 48) may risk 

exalting these new models of visual knowledge as authoritative. For example, would 

we not end up trapped in the myth of truthful representation which Jorge Luis Borges 

warns of in the story “On Exactitude in Science”? Even a healthy dosage of faith in 

the capability of dataviz “to discover the structure of a (typically large) dataset” 

(Manovich, “What Is” 38) should be taken with a caveat. And a useful caveat of this 

sort is in fact provided by Manovich himself. In his 2002 exposition on dataviz as the 

anti-sublime, Manovich ends the essay with this sobering reflection: 

 

If daily interaction with volumes of data and numerous messages is 

part of our new “data-subjectivity,” how can we represent this 

experience in new ways? How new media can represent the ambiguity, 

the otherness, the multi-dimensionality of our experience, going 

beyond already familiar and “normalized” modernist techniques of 
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montage, surrealism, absurd, etc.? In short, rather than trying hard to 

pursue the anti-sublime ideal, data visualization artists should also not 

forget that art has the unique license to portray human subjectivity—

including its fundamental new dimension of being “immersed in data.” 

(“Data Visualization” n. pag.) 

 

If otherness and multi-dimensionality of our experience are always taken as part 

of the digital version of knowledge production, and if ambiguity can be somewhat 

integrated into the (re)presentational method of dataviz, it is less likely that these 

advanced forms of visual knowledge will fall back into the pitfall of pursuing total 

knowledge. 

This is where the proposition “metavisibility” becomes relevant. If the merit of 

the Deleuzian diagram lies in its incompleteness (“incomplete in the dual sense of 

never capturing the totality of the object, and in its dynamism” [McCosker and 

Wilken 156]), the Foucauldian-inspired metavisibility, evocative in its -ability gesture, 

is not proclaiming a global knowledge; rather, it exposes the limits of any type of 

knowledge formation even when it presents information about us in technologically 

unprecedented fashions.  

While metadata is colloquially understood as “the data about data,” this 

definition is less than precise. In information sciences, according to Jeffrey 

Pomerantz, data is best understood not as abstract concepts but as “potential 

information,” and metadata as “potentially informative object that describes another 

potentially informative object” (26). Though metadata is not equivalent to dataviz, 

Pomerantz’s definition is useful for demystifying the hierarchy hinted by some 

discussions of the meta- construct: metadata is not about an abstraction of data, but 

rather about how to concretely articulate specific sets of data so as to bring forth the 

informative aspects.  

Here, the Agambenian notion of paradigm mentioned above is significant: a 

paradigm shows “beside itself” both its own intelligibility and the intelligibility of 

the epistemological field it is part of. Instead of being granted a transcendent position, 

meta- should be considered as a self-referentiality. As Galloway reminds us, digital 

technologies’ engagement with data illuminates the rationale working behind as much 

as it illuminates something in the data: “[A]ny visualization of data must invent an 

artificial set of translation rules that convert abstract number to semiotic sign. Hence 

it is not too juvenile to point out that any data visualization is first and foremost a 

visualization of the conversion rules themselves, and only secondarily a visualization 

of the raw data” (88). Echoing the way selfieing renders intelligible the prevailing 
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language of digital mobile technology as one privileging the seeable, the 

metavisibility of dataviz drives home the fact that “the seeable” includes not only the 

data proper but also the logic mobilized to turn the data into useable knowledge. 

Practitioners of dataviz have themselves taken note of such self-referentiality 

even if they may not return to it constantly. Manovich defines information 

visualization not simply as a visual representation of data, but more as “a mapping 

between discrete data and a visual representation” (37; emphasis added). Manuel 

Lima’s important book on the visualization of networks does not take networks 

merely as the “content” to be broken down visually-analytically; instead, networking 

is understood as the very “form” utilized to shape the thinking of a specific social 

relationality whereas visualization of such networks provides some sort of meta-form 

to “decipher many of their inner workings” (221). 

 

Selfiecity: A Double-Duty Case Study 
 

Selfiecity is a data visualization project masterminded by Lev Manovich, 

designed to grasp the phenomenon of selfieing around the world. During a specific 

week in December 2013, Manovich’s team downloaded 656,000 Instagram images 

geo-tagged in these cities: Bangkok, Berlin, Moscow, New York and São Paulo. After 

randomly picking 120,000 images, the team hired helpers to manually identify those 

which could be categorized as self-portraits. Following another round of filtering, the 

team eventually selected 640 pictures from each city and compiled a total of 3,200 

for the project. The programmers then used data analysis and visualization 

technology to show the demographics of people selfieing in each of these cities based 

on their age, gender difference, distinctive posing habits (such as tilting of the head) 

and noticeable facial expressions, with the style analyses conducted partly by 

computer softwares and partly by human judgment. These visual primitives make up 

the core of Selfiecity.  

Aside from the graphs and charts that represent dataset analysis, the project also 

presents the three-thousand-odd images unedited. In one display, for instance, the 

images are juxtaposed with one another to form a grid which can be shown in the 

normal, cropped or rotated mode; in another, the pictures are superimposed upon each 

other and shown in a nonstop, sped-up slide show. In brief, Selfiecity includes not 

only the statistical technique of reduction which renders massive data in graphics, but 

also manually determined type analysis and direct visualization of each piece of data 

in its original form. 

For a study aimed at an epistemic articulation of new media surrounding two 
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prominent types of digitized visual knowledge, Selfiecity is ideal material for the 

double duty. Yet Selfiecity as a case study serves another important function: it throws 

into relief the intimate correlation of different practices and uses of digital media. For 

our purposes here, the selfie is an epistemological figure of our time on yet another 

level—when it gestures toward a possible collectivity. The majority of selfieing 

individuals use social media as a venue for exhibiting and sharing images. Hence, the 

implications of the selfie are best registered when we take into account the potential 

community developing around it. This is why Selfiecity merits critical attention, for 

it helps to visualize that relationality.14  

In the articles authored by researchers on the Selfiecity team, the significance 

of the project rests in the technical specificity of the digital technologies employed as 

well as in the social ramifications of the massive information being dealt with. They 

reckon that it is thanks to digital visualization that previously isolated images may 

come together and conglomerate into “imagined data communities” (Hochma), and 

that our world-making today relies more and more on such visual knowledge base 

(Losh). 

Yet the project researchers seem concerned that Selfiecity failed to pinpoint 

more accurately the social, geographical, and cultural contexts of each image in the 

final collection. My contention is quite the opposite. Precisely because of the 

insufficiency of reference to each selfieing subject’s backstory, Selfiecity rehearses 

the fact that, in the digital globe, each one of us on different occasions exists as 

nothing more and nothing less than a piece of information for different datasets, the 

“dividuals” Deleuze describes in his essay on control societies.  

Whereas the practice of selfieing may signal the user’s excessive attention to 

herself, countless numbers of selfies can amalgamate into a community, a digitally 

mobilized globe. Projects like Selfiecity attempt to give form to this virtual 

communality, to make it tangible: the algorithmic infrastructure helps to expose the 

potential relations of otherwise unrelated data. The visualized output of Selfiecity, 

thus, materializes yet another kind of metavisibility. 

Is Selfiecity offering an exhaustive study of all the cities selfieing? Far from it. 

The team members and the workers they hired had to make multiple rounds of data 

sifting, and go through multiple rounds of decision-making: how to determine if a 

photograph is a self-portrait; how to make an educated guess about the subject’s age 

                                                 
14 Since the completion of the initial Selfiecity, Manovich’s team conducted another study, this 

time on central London during a week in September 2015. While the team integrated comparisons 
of London with the other five cities into their findings, the techniques involved in the additional 
project were basically the same. My discussion focuses only on the original project. 
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judging from the face; why 640 images from each city, and not 1,280 or 320; why 

these cities, and not others; and so on. The demographics are informative only to a 

certain extent. Yet this is exactly the crux of it. When trying to put together a picture 

of the digital globe, Selfiecity at the same time brings to light the impossibility of 

doing so. 

This impossibility to cover all in a project like Selfiecity is more typical than 

exceptional. While there are indeed big data visualization programs that handle 

databases on a much larger scale with much more sophisticated techniques than 

Selfiecity, it is still dangerous to assume that there is a form of data (re)presentation 

out there facilitated by state-of-the-art technologies that is omniscient and all-

encompassing. In the case of Selfiecity, if the selfie photos compiled make up a matrix 

of visibility—or metavisibility as understood here—showing what the selfieing 

subjects render seeable, then the Manovich team’s visual displays make up a visibility 

pointing toward this primary visibility. The research questions posed, the algorithms 

designed in response to these questions, and the modes of visual expression selected 

altogeher combine to shape what is to be seen in the project. Metavisibility, thus, 

means that an invisibility or obscurity is always constitutive of what can be grasped 

about the data. 

 

Conclusion 
 

The premise of this article has been that selfieing and data visualization can be 

revealing of the epistemic contours of the digital age. They may not seem obvious 

choices in comparison with, say, ubiquitous computing or deep learning. Yet this 

study has framed its argument around selfieing and dataviz with a view to 

renegotiating the import of vision and the visual today. The methodological 

intervention is manifold: to respond to contemporary critical discourses that 

pronounce the shrinking purchase of the visual, to engage in studies of visibility in 

the digital context by staying close to the physiological aspect of the visual perception 

before branching out into the emblematic sphere, and to call into question 

formulations of digital media that seem overly celebratory of the absolute power of 

digitized knowledge. 

Yet being alert to complacency does not mean being outright negative. If, say, 

empirical cultural studies are duly motivated to assess the impact of new media in the 

fashion of an urgent either-or choice, the approach adopted here proposes that we 

consider digital knowledge formations in a broader sense, as a theoretical inquiry. 

Admittedly, broad strokes may risk flaunting the applicability of this theorisation 
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endeavor, yet this method, I have hoped, has a built-in self-referring and self-

critiquing device, so to speak. By trying to bring to the fore various meta- dimensions 

in the nexus of visibilities salient in both selfieing and dataviz, this study has sought 

to conceptualize this  nexus as a “limit”: not blockage, but the compass within which 

the contemporaries work out their mechanism of knowing. The argument of this study 

has been that the epistemological limit that selfieing and data visualization together 

render intelligible is the fact that the possible knowledge in our digital world is 

derived first and foremost from effects of visibility. 
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